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Date of Meeting 4 December 2014 

Present Chris Nicoll, Gavin Fletcher, Clive Holland, Lindsey Appleby, Michael O’Doherty, Elisa 

Zamora, Mark Bullock 

Apologies Hayden Smedley 

Minutes 

The meeting rambled a bit, so I have re-ordered the minutes so that the various discussions are kept 

together, rather than purely chronological. 

Kit 

There is still some stock and also various items at Giodana.  The DTC owned stock will be advertised 

on the website, Elisa to send list to Gavin, for forwarding to Andy.  The Giodana stock does not need 

advertising as, it is not our stock. 

There is also money owed to the club for stock. 

Huub have offered to keep a minimum stock level that members can buy direct from them, it was 

uncertain as to who would fund the base level stock, I think it is DTC. 

Elisa knows what is not selling, so we need to make sure we avoid buying these, it was suggested 

that Triathlon separates, Gilets and towels may be worthwhile investments. 

Website 

Chris proposed a website sub-committee which he will co-ordinate and ask Adrian Howlett, Mark 

Gardner and Andy Thornton to help. 

It would be nice to have the kit paid for on the website, but we decided that a completely bespoke 

website is not required; a standard format that would do the majority with add-ons from other 

sources is the preferred option. 

The sub-committee is to review the spec of the current website and the previously proposed spec to 

see what of these are really required and which are ‘nice to have’.  It will be a requirement to have a 

robust maintenance agreement (with definitions of what is maintenance and what is change).  Gav 

proposed talking to DE22. 

Elisa is organising a Huub sale evening at Repton Sport hall for 16 December. 

30 Cross-Country vests have been purchased and are to be kept specifically for these events.  

Further orders are to be made of running vests for the club, Chris will organise this. 

Finances 

We require the full year end accounts from Paul Wilson before we can make decisions about future 

large expenses.  The AGM was not well enough attended to allow a vote on increasing Membership 

fees, Paul Wilson was against this. 
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Junior fees for training are still not as clear as they ought to be, another request to Hilary is required.  

It was also suggested that Michelle Welsh is asked to help collect fees and keep an attendance 

record (numbers as a minimum).  The situation would be much improved by formal sign up for junior 

sessions. 

Without full numbers there could be health and safety issues (coach to athlete numbers). 

All sessions need to have the number of attendees recorded and split Adult/Junior/guest as 

appropriate. 

We discussed finances further and decided that, as of 5 January 2015, Swim session subs would be 

increased to £4.  This will help us to cover the cost of the pool hire and coaches fees. 

Welfare 

It was suggested that there may be a child protection issue on Monday night swim sessions as there 

are no cubicles to separate children and adults; we need to consult Paul Webster. 

Action:  Clive 

Leisurewear 

Angie hasn’t done much this year, Lindsey & Elisa agreed to take over, we need to retrieve the 

catalogue from Angie. 

Action: Clive 

The contact at Im-Press is Brian Samson and we should address all queries through him.  Members 

have experienced poor service by just ringing the central Im-Press team. 

Club Bash 

It was decided that the venue was great and that we would return next year, the date is to be 21 

November 2015. 

Action: Social team 

Club Trip & Target races 

It is proposed that the Paguera Middle is the club Trip. 

We decided that ‘Target races’ is not a good title and a new name is required.  The following were 

thought to be good races – 

Outlaw & Half Stafford Big Swim 

Alp D’Huez Ripon Olympic Slateman 

Dublin Clumber Derby 10k 

Derby Sportive 

It was also suggested that we set up a DTC feed station at some of the better attended races and 

that we include some specific swim events. 

Action: Chris to finalise 
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We also need to consider organising an event at the new Velodrome. 

Open Water 

Organising safety cover has been a big issue over the last year; we have been paying £10/hour to an 

untrained girl and this may have been expedient, but it is not the best solution.  It was asked if we 

should stick with Wednesday & Saturday as these clash with MVH at Lavender Patch. Mark is to talk 

about this with Dave Brayer. 

A risk assessment should be produced for a session where there is only one safety officer present. 

Training session for novices should be organised through the season. 

A Social sea swim event was proposed, social team to investigate.  Mark suggested having different, 

organised; events through the season (1/month?) with coaches present, other suggestions were 

inviting other clubs for events and aquathlon events. 

Communication with non-members is key, we request e-mail addresses on the form, but don’t use 

them; we must make sure that e-mails are sent advertising events and (especially) cancelations. 

A new forum for Open water, which Non-members could join, was suggested.  There are various 

other organisations that have alternative open water session such as – Yorkshire OW swimmers, 

Tamworth, Trent swim.  An alternative to the forum would be a Facebook Group. 

Other Business 

Peter Slater (founder of SiS) will be giving a talk on nutrition on 12 January 2015 in Sir Frank 

Wickham Hall. 

It is proposed to do another bike maintenance session, at the same venue, to give more scope for 

people to try out the advice, with help and plenty of space. 

Date & Venue for next meeting 

The next meeting will be on 5 January 2015 at 7pm in the Parlour, Brunswick Inn. 


